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As a successful entrepreneur, award-winning global speaker,
Chartered Financial Planner and published author, Charlie Reading
has acquired a vast business acumen and an insightful, innovative
and inspiring approach to helping others. Over the last two decades,
Charlie has worked with a huge range of people and has honed his
skills in identifying their needs and helping to deliver their unique
goals.
Charlie is passionate about helping others achieve freedom, clarity,
and security. His ultimate aim is to turn goals into a reality. He does
this in many ways: through his Chartered financial planning firm,
through the array of business and networking services he provides
and through his books and online courses. However, Charlie is most
in his element when he has the opportunity to speak and interact
with others in person.
Charlie is committed to a healthy, active lifestyle, and highly values
growth, learning and development. His drive and determination is
infectious and leaves audiences and clients alike feeling motivated
and energised.
As a loving husband to Caryl, and dedicated father to his two
daughters, Charlie loves nothing more than creating outstanding
memories with his family. Whether they’re on safari in South Africa,
or Scuba diving in Thailand, adventure, fun and happiness is the
Reading family motto.

WHAT’S THE PROBLEM?
Whether it’s money, time, wellbeing or general happiness, all entrepreneurs and business owners share one common problem:
When did their passion turn into their punishment?

Across the world, millions of entrepreneurs started their businesses with a passion to create a better life. Whether they wanted
a better work / life balance , or they wanted to spend their time doing what they love, business owners once had that fire inside
them. But is it working out?
Lack of profit, lack of time, and serious lack of love for what they are doing, results in 80% of businesses failing in the first 5
years.
As an owner of multiple businesses himself, Charlie has had all of these feelings over the years. Running a successful Financial
Planning business, Charlie also meets a lot of other business owners, and time and again he sees these same concerns
cropping up. They are all working every hour God sends, they aren’t earning as much as they think their effort deserves, and the
fun of being the master of their own destiny is draining away. There’s no time or money to have fun and create memories with
their loved ones.
“We only get one shot at this life; it isn’t a dress rehearsal! When asking people on their death beds what they regret about their
life, studies show it is the experiences and the relationships that they wish they’d spent more time on. It wasn’t responding to
emails more quickly!”

WHAT’S THE SOLUTION?
“Over the years I have read over 150 business books,
attended courses and workshops and met with some
amazingly successful entrepreneurs in the hope that I can
get just a few ideas from each. What I teach is a culmination
of those efforts. It’s all the best ideas I have found since
setting up my business, all in one succinct place. It’s the
ideas that allow me to take 3 months of the year off whilst
generating an increase in new business of over 50% in 5 of
the last 6 years, all whilst enjoying life in business more and
more. This is what I call Entrepreneurial Happiness.
“People used to strive for power and money, but what are
the use of these if you arrive at retirement without your
health or happiness. My talks will help you redress that
balance.”

“Charlie brings a calmness to every situation, his thoughtful
demeanour secures the feeling in your mind that he cares, he’s
listening and his genuinely has your best interest at heart.

“His 'drive to thrive' is unrivalled and his business approach to
doing business is what sets Charlie apart from the rest.”
Michelle Hoskin- Founder of Standards International

CHARLIE READING APFS
CHARTERED FINANCIAL PLANNER
Charlie is a Chartered Financial Planner and the founder of Efficient Portfolio. Having been in the Financial Services
industry since 1999, his qualifications place him in the top 14% of all individual financial advisers in the UK, and his
speciality is investment management, wealth protection and retirement planning.

Charlie was previously a financial adviser with 2 of the largest firms of independent advisers in the UK, but he realised
that these companies were too product focused and weren’t directing their attention to the client’s true needs and
concerns. When he set up Efficient Portfolio, he wanted to change the focus to a more client centric, truly independent
approach that could deliver much more value to their client’s financial future.
Efficient Portfolio believes in helping people to create a better future through their expert, independent service. They
help people clarify and realise their dreams and goals through financial planning, and thrive on helping clients to
achieve the things they love.

ABOUT CHARLIE READING:
AUTHOR AND SPEAKER
Charlie is the author of 3 books: ‘The Dream
Retirement’, ‘SMART Money’ and ‘Entrepreneurial
Happiness’. Each book is designed to help a very
different audience, from those concerned with
retirement, business owners and people who are
just starting out in life. However, all of his work has
shares one clear aim: to help people gain clarity,
confidence and certainty over their futures,
whatever their goals.
Charlie is also an award winning speaker and has
taken to the stage with some of the best-known
global experts at events such as MDRT in Miami,
the National Achiever’s Congress and the CIMA
Annual Conference.
He also runs his own events and seminars, which
range from 45 minute informative talks, through to
3-day immersive workshops.

"Charlie Reading presented at the CIMA Members in Practice Conference and it was obvious that he,
and his company, Efficient Portfolio are the good guys in IFA world. Their focus is on establishing
what their clients really need, rather than what they can sell to them. Charlie talked about their
passion for helping clients achieve a long and fulfilling retirement, funded effectively and, surprisingly
for an IFA, with the focus on physical health as well as financial health."
Fiona Bevan, Bevan Financial Management Ltd

“Charlie gave an engaging and insightful talk; it was exactly
what we were looking for and we appreciated his efforts in
tailoring it to all of our staff.”
London Vision Clinic

ABOUT CHARLIE READING: TRIATHLETE AND IRON MAN
When Charlie isn’t working with individual clients, or teaching from the stage, you are most likely to find him competing in
some of the world’s toughest sporting challenges.
Over the last few years, health and wellbeing have become paramount to Charlie’s personal sense of happiness. Charlie is a
firm believer that there is no point in amassing wealth if you don’t have the health to enjoy it. He also knows that it is crucial
to fill your time with what you love, and to continually push your own boundaries.
In the last 5 years alone, Charlie has taken part in the gruelling 142-mile Dragon Ride, the Brighton Marathon, The Vitruvian
Triathlon and Italy’s Iron Man, which he did in aid of the Motor Neurone Disease Association.

“Growing a business is difficult, but doing so without giving up
the elements of our lives that are most important can be even
more challenging. Charlie’s talks are a must if you want to
improve that balance.”
Kally Singh, Solicitor

SPEAKING TOPICS
Marketing Yourself as the Expert
7 Steps to Financial Freedom
The 3 Principles of Entrepreneurial Happiness

Ironman Business Tactics
Leaving a Legacy
Creating the Dream Retirement
Financial Planning for Entrepreneurs
5 Steps to a Better Work/Life Balance

From Advice to Planning

EXISTING EVENTS
Charlie runs seminars and workshops throughout the year like:
The Dream Retirement Dinner:
https://www.efficientportfolio.co.uk/events/the-dream-retirement-dinner/
The Leaving a Legacy Lunch:
https://www.efficientportfolio.co.uk/events/the-leaving-a-legacy-lunch/
The Entrepreneurs’ Guide to Financial Planning:
https://www.efficientportfolio.co.uk/events/the-entrepreneurs-guide-to-financial-planning/
He also has a free online series called The Wealth Workshop:
https://www.efficientportfolio.co.uk/events/the-wealth-workshop/
And he hosts a member’s only programme with his Better Future Coaching (need link)

As an expert in his field, Charlie is often asked to appear on national TV and radio, and regularly contributes to local and
national publications.

Click to watch

Click to listen

WATCH CHARLIE SPEAK AT MDRT MIAMI

to 11,000 people from around the world

Charlie also produces a huge amount of free online content to help educate people
about their finances and produces a weekly update called The Friday Footnotes.
Click each icon to learn more

“Charlie’s stories are both inspiring and encouraging; the system
powerful and simple; and the exercises life-changing. I urge you to
not just listen to what he has to say, but action it too.”
Kieron Malloy, Entrepreneur & Business Consultant

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Get in touch on 01572 898060
Visit www.charliereading.com
email Charlie@efficientportfolio.co.uk

